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Amway Center 
Home to the NBA’s Orlando Magic, the ECHL’s Orlando Solar Bears and the NAL’s Orlando Predators,  
the award-winning Amway Center is located right in the heart of downtown Orlando. At 875,000 square 
feet with a capacity of 18,500, this state-of-the-art arena features eight levels, 60 suites, 1,400 club seats 
and boundless ways to experience your next event.

As one of the nation’s preeminent event centers, Amway Center hosts diverse programming year-round  
like concerts, family shows and sporting events as well as banquets, trade shows, business meetings  
and conventions.

Since opening in 2010, it’s hosted numerous milestone events including NBA All-Star Weekend,  
NCAA March Madness, Top Rank Boxing, Paul McCartney, Elton John, Taylor Swift, Ed Sheeran  
and Garth Brooks. Let us make your next event Truly Legendary!
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City National Bank Hourglass Room
Reception: 250 | Banquet: 120 | Classroom: 64

Feel the pulse of downtown Orlando just beyond the sweeping panoramic views of the City National Bank 
Hourglass Room. This architecturally-inspired space on the Promenade Level features a stylish decor, modern 
technology and loads of flexibility depending on the requirements of your next event. One of our most
in-demand hospitality spaces, the City National Bank Hourglass Room is guaranteed to make a solid impression 
on all who enter.
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Field’s Ultimate Lounge
Reception: 600 | Banquet: 392

Located on the Event Level just a few steps from the Orlando Magic team locker room, Field’s Ultimate 
Lounge is an exclusive courtside destination brimming with contemporary furnishings, numerous flat 
screen TVs and plenty of seating options. This spacious lounge offers convenient access to the arena bowl 
with plenty of room to eat, drink and mingle. This space is ideal for cocktail parties, birthday parties and 
intimate dinner events in the elegant side room.
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North Club Bar
Reception: 500 | Banquet: 100

The North Club Bar is a premium hotspot with expansive space and lots of comfortable seating. One side 
of the bar overlooks the arena bowl while the opposite side provides a stunning view of the arena’s glass 
facade and the atrium below. This Club Level bar features an impressive beer list and top-shelf full-liquor 
alongside two walls of high-definition televisions.
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Founders Rooms
Reception: 55 | Banquet: 40 | Classroom: 36

These three separate hospitality rooms (Red, White & Blue), located side-by-side on the Founders Level, 
can easily be combined to create one larger room. Designed with lexibility in mind, the Founders Rooms 
are ideally suited for business meetings, smaller presentations and intimate social functions.
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The ULTRA Club 
Reception: 350

This cozy open-air bar, located on the Terrace Level, feels like a tropical oasis above the city streets below. 
Accessible to all Amway Center patrons before, during and after events, The ULTRA Club is a popular 
destination for patrons wanting to watch game highlights on several flat screen TVs as well as those who 
simply want to soak up the distinctly Florida vibe of Amway Center’s front porch.
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Jernigan’s
Reception: 250 | Seated: 300

For a truly unique dining experience, look no further than Jernigan’s, our upscale restaurant overlooking 
the arena bowl. Featuring a mix of ledge seating, wooden tables and comfy booths, this location on 
the Club Level is a crowd favorite thanks to the memorable views, glass-enclosed wine case and a 
contemporary display kitchen where patrons can freely interact with chefs. Whether you’re hosting an 
intimate cocktail party or a large dinner event, Jernigan’s is the perfect setting to make it memorable.
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Jernigan’s Banquet Room
Reception: 50 | Banquet: 30 

This private banquet room, tucked away next to Jernigan’s, features a dedicated bar, contemporary 
furnishings, a few flat screen TVs and a long window offering outside views. Though it may be smaller in 
size, this room is a big hit with groups looking for privacy and sophistication. Jernigan’s Banquet Room is 
ideal for board meetings and business dinners.
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Contact Us
For a Truly Legendary experience, book your next event with us today!

From the hardwood to the headliner, gridiron to home ice, Levy doesn’t make the event - we make the 
event better! Our talented events team has you covered with planning, customized menus & decor and 
expertise for every occasion. We look forward to bringing your vision to life with warm hospitality.

Keith Mahoney, Director of Catering & Sales 
Phone: 917-771-1580  
kmahoney@levyrestaurants.com 

Kevin Brown, Booking Manager 
Phone: 407.440.7041  
kevin.brown@cityoforlando.net

Preferred Vendors
PANACHE EVENTS 
Nickie de Vaal, Account Executive       
Phone: 954.952.7986  
Nickiedevaal@panacheevents.com
eventsource.net

IN BLOOM FLORIST 
Camille Lemons, Event Manager        
Phone: 407.649.7771  
Camillel@inbloomflorist.com
InBloomFlorist.com | EventsByInBloom.com
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